
Weekend Update on COVID-19 Response - April 8, 2020
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Current Team Member FAQ's

TODAY'S TOP 3 - April 8, 2020

1. CORRECTION: Team members who require it will still have access to showers in the lower level of 12

High Street but CANNOT get there via the 12 High Street connector hallway, which is blocked in both

directions. You must walk outside and enter at 12 High Street, and if you need to get to the hospital

from 12 High Street, you must go outside and use the 60 High Street entrance. A re-screen is required

for everyone re-entering any facility.

Many team members have asked, why close access between 12 High and the Medical Center? 

To reduce the risk of exposure to and spread of COVID-19, we have needed to restrict who enters into

the hospital, under what circumstances, and using what personal protection. The math of blunting the

spread requires that fewer people in a fixed area will result in fewer potential exposures. Universal

masking for all those in the same fixed area further lowers the risk of transmission. Closing access

between 12 High Street and the hospital limits the number of casual or non-essential staff who enter

the hospital. We have determined which personnel are ESSENTIAL to be able to enter the hospital

rapidly (e.g. an OB provider rushing to a delivery), and those individuals still have access to do so.

 

2. As we continue to make adjustments during these difficult times, Security is relaxing our usual parking

enforcement rules at the Medical Center. Employees will be allowed to use Patient/Visitor lots but are

asked to please park as far in the back as possible to allow ample parking for patients. The ground

level of the parking garage has been designated for providers. Restrictions have also been lifted on
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Parking Garage 1, or the middle level.

 

3. Good humor, patience and fun endure even in the midst of a pandemic. And the community support

we’ve gotten makes our jobs easier. Check out these fun photos of teams system-wide proving that

universal masking can be hilarious. And peep the sweet expressions of support from Rumford Girl

Scouts, who sent cookies and love to the hospital team.

REFLECTION

There’s a Hebrew phrase that encapsulates life’s most important task for those of the Jewish faith. That phrase is tikun

olam, translated as repairing or mending the world. What an incredible gift and task!

This simple spiritual practice can be embraced by us all in so many ways. Take good care of yourself and those within

your circle of family and friends. Be kind to all who cross your path. When you see something that needs to be done, do

it. Tikun olam! Embrace the gift and task of healing the world, one action at a time. This is what matters most.

The Spiritual Care Department

For additional and the most up-to-date information, please access the public website at

www.cmhc.org/team-alerts. 
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